
English 11 Summer Reading 
 

Large Ideas: English 11 focuses on the individual’s ability to survive extraordinary and ordinary 
contexts and identifying the key characteristics necessary for these various forms of survival.  We 
will toil with many unchallenged norms in our society as well including the following topics: How 
does the individual stay true to his/her beliefs when challenged? Where does survival leave the 
individual? What are our rights and responsibilities as citizens of The United States and the globe? 
How do we work towards equality in an increasingly and systematically unequal world? Where do we 
fit in amongst the accepted discriminations in our own environments and throughout the world? 

 
Task: Your summer reading project for next year’s English 11, then, asks you to begin your contemplation of and 
engagement in these themes and critical questions through a book selected from the set list for English 11. This 
list can also be found on the BHS LMC webpage.  
 

In addition to reading one book from this list, you will be required to maintain a reading log in which you 
record responses to the chapters you read.  This will be available on the LMC page as well as on Mrs. Henderson’s 
or Mrs. Taylor’s websites under Summer Reading.  Reading logs must be signed by a parent and brought in 
the first week of school.  
 
Upon your return to school in September, you will be writing an essay based on your book that will ask you to 
demonstrate your understanding and analysis of the book and your connection with the year-long themes. 
 

If you have any questions, please contact your teacher for next year. 
 
 Crossing the Wire  Hobbs  15-year-old Victor Flores journeys north in a desperate attempt to cross the Arizona border and find work 

in the United States to support his family in Mexico. 216p.  

The Devil’s 
Highway: A True 
Story  

Urrea  The true story of 26 men who attempt to cross the Mexican border into the southern Arizona desert 
known as the Devil's Highway…only 12 survive. 239p.  

Fragments  Johnston  Chase is haunted by fragmented memories of the accident that changed his life and struggles to put the 
crash behind him, but first he must face the truth about what he has done 204p.  

Grapes of Wrath 
(HONORS)  

Steinbeck  The story of the Joad family, "Okies" who travel from the Dust Bowl of the American Southwest to 
California in search of a better life. 581p.  

I Love Yous Are for 
White People: A 
Memoir  

Su  Lac’s family flees Vietnam for seedy West Los Angeles. Lac's search for love and acceptance amid poverty 
leads him to a dangerous gang. Mature. 249p.  

Jumping Off to 
Freedom  

Bernardo  Courage and desperation lead 15-year-old David and his father to flee Cuba's repressive regime and seek 
freedom by taking to the sea on a raft headed for Miami. 198p.  

The Loners: 
Quarantine  

Thomas  David and Will must fight to survive when their high school is quarantined by the government, leading to 
various cliques that transform into warring tribes. Mature. 404p.  

Nation  Pratchett  A tsunami destroys everything leaving Mau, an island boy, Daphne, an aristocratic English girl, and a small 
group of refugees responsible for rebuilding their village and their lives. Survival adventure. 367p.  

So Much to Tell 
You  

Marsden  Sent to a boarding school by her mother, Marina, a disfigured Australian girl who refuses to speak, reveals 
her thoughts and feelings in a diary. 119p.  

Someone to Love 
Me  

Schraff  Cindy Gibson, struggling with her mother's neglect and her mother's boyfriend's emotional abuse, must 
find strength she did not know she had when the boy she thought would be her savior begins beating her. 
162p.  

Sunrise over 
Fallujah  

Myers  Robin Perry, from Harlem, is sent to Iraq in 2003 as a member of the Civilian Affairs Battalion, and his 
time there profoundly changes him. 290p.  

Wintergirls  Anderson  18-year-old Lia comes to terms with her best friend's death from anorexia as she struggles with the same 
disorder. Mature. 278p.  

 


